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Description

The invention relates to fault tolerant configurations

of network servers, and more particularly, to multiple ac-

tive servers that provide simultaneous backup capabil- 5

ity.

From their humble beginnings as personal, desktop

computers, microprocessor-based computing systems

have made great strides in providing for the ever ex-

panding computing needs of data processing systems.

Networks of microprocessor-based computers have

made tremendous inroads into what was once the ex-

clusive domain of large mainframe computers. Powerful

microprocessor-based computers can act as servers on

networks of hundreds of personal computers. These

networks have provided powerful distributed computing

capability in conjunction with centralized access to data,

along with direct communications between the personal

computers on the network.

The expansion of the microprocessor-based com-

puting system into the mainframe domain, however, has

not been problem free. Mainframe systems have histor-

ically been designed to be reliable and extremely "fault

tolerant," in that a failure of a portion of the mainframe

system does not result in corrupted data or extensive

downtime. Fault tolerance has long been the mainstay

of the mainframe world, but with the inroads of micro-

processor-based networks into that realm, network us-

ers are increasingly demanding that their networks pro-

vide fault tolerance even to the extent historically found

in mainframe computers.

To this end, developers have introduced a number
of schemes for providing fault tolerance in microcom-

puter networks. Typically, a network includes network

hardware, work stations, and one or more servers, each

with its own mass storage subsystem. The servers are

a cornerstone of the entire system, providing data and

communications among the various work stations. If one

of these servers should fail, or its mass storage subsys-

tem become corrupted, this can bring the entire network

to a halt.

To improve the fault tolerance of such servers, ven-

dors have supplied a number of fault tolerant systems.

One such standard is "SFT Ml," or system fault tolerance

level 3, a server operating system standard endorsed

by Novell, Incorporated. In this network operating sys-

tem ("NOS"), each "virtual" server is actually two servers

running in tandem, continuously mirroring each other's

data and processor operation. If one of these physical

servers should fail, the other keeps running. This system

is expensive, however, requiring identical hardware and

a high speed fiber optic link between the physical serv-

ers.

The SET III solution is often both overly expensive

and excessive protection given mid-level users* needs.

Such users often do not require the instantaneous re-

covery from a server crash provided by SFT III. To this

end, a number of vendors'have developed systems in

which if the primary server fails, a standby server takes

over the primary server's operation after a short, but not

instantaneous, period of time. The standby server can

use less expensive, albeit slightly slower, hardware than

the primary sen/er, reducing overall system cost. Such

a system has been introduced by NetGuard Systems,

Incorporated.

All of these systems, however, provide a redundant,

unused server. That is, two physical servers are re-

quired, but they can only act as a single logical network

server, whether through the mirroring of SFT III or the

backup server role of the NetGuard system. Network im-

plementers, administrators, and users all wish to maxi-

mize their server power Even in mid-sized networks,

great demands are often placed on servers, requiring

multiple servers for adequate performance. Each addi-

tional physical server incurs cost, however, so any sys-

tem that reduces cost while providing fault tolerance and

greater computing power is greatly desirable.

According to one aspect of the disclosed embodi-

ment, two active servers each provide backup capability

for the other. A first network server is on-line, or active,

providing network users with server access through a

network operating system; simultaneously, a second

network server is also on-line, or active, also providing

network users with a second, independent server Each

server is connected to a storage system, such as a disk

array, which holds data for network user access. Each

server, however, is also connected to the other server's

storage system, and can force that other storage system

to "switch" from the other server to itself.

The servers each monitor the other for continued

operation. Should one server fail, the other server caus-

es the failed server's storage system to switch to the still

running server The still running server then mounts the

drives or other media in the newly acquired storage sys-

tem, informs any running applications of the new drives,

and continues running, assuming not only its own re-

sponsibilities, but also the responsibilities of the other,

failed server

in this way, the unfettered power of both servers is

available during normal operation - each is a separate

active server But when one of the servers fails, the other

server then continues to provide access to its own stor-

age system as well as the storage system of the failed

server, thus providing all of the stored data to the net-

work users, albeit with reduced performance.

This active backup server technique and system

can be further extended to a system in which even more

than two active servers provide backup and recovery ca-

pability to each other

In this way. the full processing power of each server

is available during normal operation, and yet each serv-

er provides an active backup for the other

A better understanding of the present invention can

be obtained when the following detailed description of

the preferred embodiment is considered in conjunction

with the following drawings, in which;
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3 EP 0 760 503 A1 4

Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating the operation

of the multiple backup server system according to

the invention;

Figures 2A-2E are flowchart illustrations of a recov-

ery agent service that executes on both the servers 5

of Figure 1 according to the invention;

Figure 3 is a flowchart illustration of an application

agent that communicates with the recovery agent

service of Figures 2A-2E to determine when one of

the servers of Figure 1 has acquired new drives fol- io

lowing a failure of the other server; and

Figure 4 is a block diagram illustrating alternative

embodiments of the server system of Figure 1.

Turning to the drawings. Figure 1 is a block diagram '5

illustrating the operation of the multiple backup server

system according to the invention. A first server 1 GO and

a second server 200 are each connected to a network

N as active network servers. During normal operation,

both the servers 100 and 200 are active in the sense

that they both provide users on the network N with in-

dependent -server functionality. The first server 100 ac-

tively provides network users with access to data on a

switchable disk subsystem 102, while the second server

200 actively provides similar access to the data on a

switchable disk subsystem 202. Preferably, the switch-

able disk subsystems 1 02 and 202 are not the boot disks

for the first server 100 and the second server 200. In-

stead, the first server 100 has a local disk 104 and the

second server 200 has a local disk 204. These local 3o

disks 104 and 204 preferably include both network op-

erating system (NOS) software and applications soft-

ware, reserving the switchable disk subsystems 102

and 202 to database storage, document storage, and

other data oriented, rather than program oriented, stor- 3S

age.

The first server 100 runs a number of programs and

tasks. This includes an application program 106, a NOS
108, and a recovery agent 110, which communicates
with a similar recovery agent 210 in the second server

200. The second server 200 similarly runs an application

206. a NOS 208, and the recovery agent 210. The re-

covery agents 110 and 210 provide the monitoring and

failed server recovery capabilities according to the in-

vention. They generally communicate through a serial ^5

port (not shown) over a serial interconnect 150. These
recovery agents 110 and 210 are further described be-

low in conjunction with Figures 2A-2E, but to summa-
rize, they each provide and monitor for a "heartbeat" sig-

nal from the other server. Should the recovery agent 110 50

or 210 in the other server fail to send that heartbeat, the

other recovery agent 110 or 210 will cause the NOS 108

or 208 to obtain control of failed server's switchable disk

subsystem 102 or 202.

Preferably, the server 1 00 includes two disk control- ss

lers. A primary controller 112 communicates preferably

over a SCSI bus 114 to a port on the switchable disk

subsystem 102. A recovery controller 116 communi-

cates over a SCSI bus 118 with the second switchable

disk subsystem 202 over a port on the switchable disk

subsystem 202. The second server 200 similarly in-

cludes a primary controller 212 and a recovery controller

216. similarly communicating over a SCSI bus 214 with

the second switchable disk subsystem 202 and over a

SCSI bus 218 with the first switchable disk subsystem

102. Although two SCSI controllers are shown in each

of the servers 1 00 and 200, these could be implemented

as a single controller with switchable SCSI bus connec-

tions. But because the switchable disk subsystem 102

and 202 generally include a large number of disks with

multiple SCSI addresses, this could restrict the number
of disks in the switchable disk subsystem 102 and 202,

so preferably two controllers 112 and 116 are used in

the first server 100, as well as two controllers 212 and
216 in the second sen/er 200. Similarly, multiple primary

controllers and recovery controllers can be implement-

ed in the servers 100 and 200 to switch multiple switch-

able disk subsystems.

Thus, each of the servers 100 and 200 includes a

controller for and connections to each of the switchable

disk subsystems 1 02 and 202. During normal operation,

the server 100 controls the disks in the switchable disk

subsystem 102 over the SCSI bus 114 via its primary

controller 112. The recovery controller 116 is physically

connected over the SCSI bus 1 1 8 to the second switch-

able bus subsystem 202, but as seen by the arrows with-

in the second switchable disk subsystem 202. it is phys-

ically or logically internally disconnected within that sec-

ond switchable disk subsystem 202. The same is corre-

spondingly true of the second server 200 and the first

switchable disk subsystem 102. The switchable disk

subsystems 1 02 and 202, as well as their corresponding

circuitry and control functions used for switching be-

tween their first port and a second port, are further de-

scribed in the parent. of this case, of which this case is

acontinuation-in-part. The parent application, Serial No.

08/445,283. entitled "MULTI-SERVER FAULT TOLER-
ANCE USING IN-BAND SIGNALLING" and filed May
19, 1995, is hereby incorporated by reference. Another

patent that will be of assistance in understanding the

disclosed embodiment is U.S. Patent No. 5,390.324. is-

sued February 14. 1995. and entitled "COMPUTER
FAILURE RECOVERY AND ALERT SYSTEM," which

is hereby incorporated by reference. This patent de-

scribes software that checks for the health of the sys-

tem, logs errors, and performs server shutdowns when
problems are detected.

Based on this configuration, the operation accord-

ing to the invention will be appreciated. Heartbeat mes-
sages are sent back and forth over the serial intercon-

nect 150 by the recovery agent 110 and 210. Should the

first server 100 fail, for example, its recovery agent 110

will no longer send a heartbeat message. Therefore, the

recovery agent 21 0 will no longer receive that heartbeat

message. According to the invention, the recovery

agent 210 then verifies that recovery agent 110 has in
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fact tailed by sending a message over the network N to

the recover agent 110. If the recovery agent 110 does

not respond, this verifies to the recovery agent 210 that

the recovery agent 1 1 0 has failed, so the recovery agent

210 sends a series of SCSI resets through its recovery

controller 216 and over the SCSI bus 218 to the first

switchable disk subsystem 102. According to the inven-

tion, the switchable disk subsystem 102, upon receiving

that series of resets, internally electrically switches con-

nection of its internal disks from the port connected to

the SCSI bus 1 1 4 to the port connected to the SCSI bus

21 8. The recovery controller 21 6 is thus electrically cou-

pled to the disks within the first switchable disk subsys-

tem 102.

The recovery agent 210 then causes the recovery

controller 216 to logically recognize the disks on the

switchable disk subsystem 102. Then, the recovery

agent 210 causes the NOS 208 to recognize, or

"mount", the disks in the switchable disk subsystem 102

and to assign drive letters to these disks for use in sub-

sequent references by other software components.

Next, the recovery agent 210 checks the integrity of the

disks in switchable disk subsystem 102, such as by run-

ning the Windows NT CHKDSK program.

But the application 206 should be informed of the

presence of these new drives so that it can provide users

on the network N with access to the newly acquired

drives. To this end. the recovery agent 210 then provides

a message to the application 206 indicating that new
drives are available. The application 206 is then able to

access those new drives and provide data on those new
drives on the switchable disk subsystem 102 to users

on the network N, Thus, after a slight delay, the users

are again able to access the data they had previously

accessed through the first server 100.

Therefore, according to the invention each of the

servers 100 and 200 acts as a backup for the other serv-

er. (In the following descriptions, the other server 100 or

200 is referred to as the "partner server.") But during

normal operation, both of the servers 100 and 200 also

actively provide their full processing power to the net-

work N. Should one fail, the other then provides access

to the data in both of the switchable disk subsystems

102 and 202 to the network N, albeit with reduced

processing power because of the increased load on the

remaining server 100 or 200.

Turning to Figures 2A-E, a recovery agent service

300 is shown. The recovery agent service 300 performs

the functions of the recovery agents 110 and 210 in the

first server 100 and the second server 200, and is pref-

erably identical in each. When the NOS 108 or 208 is

Windows NT, the recovery agent service 300 is prefer-

ably implemented as a Windows NT service that exe-

cutes a series of "threads." Windows NT is a multi-task-

ing, multi-threaded operating system, and only a

"thread*' in a service is actually executed. The recovery

agent service 300 would preferably be implemented as

a read thread and a write thread that communicate with

each other via "events,- which are semaphores Win-
dows NT passes among its threads. Rather than show
the parallel tracks of the read thread and the write

thread, it is more illustrative to show the program flow

5 overall. One skilled in writing software for a multi-thread-

ed system will easily understand how to implement the

appropriate threads.

The recovery agent service 300 begins at step 302,

where it determines whether a heartbeat message is be-

10 ing received over the serial interconnect 150. These
heartbeat messages are comparable to the heartbeat

messages used in the single backup system of U.S. pat-

ent application serial no. 08/445,283. If a heartbeat mes-
sage is not being received from the other server at step

'5 302, control proceeds to step 304, where it is deter-

mined whether a predetermined startup timeout is set

to zero. If so, according to the disclosed embodiment,
control then continuously loops to step 302. This zero

value thus causes this server to wait indefinitely for a
20 heartbeat message, and would be set to zero by the sys-

tem administrator if it was desired to avoid a switch-over

due to a timeout on startup. Communication with the

partner server over the network N could be attempted

at this point, as is discussed below, lo see if the partner

25 server is present and operating on the network N. If not,

this would indicate the other server has either not been
booted, is not present, or has failed.

Implicit in all checks for a heartbeat message being

received is a check of the cable fault status, discussed
30 in the incorporated parent patent application. This is fur-

ther discussed below in conjunction with Figure 2E, but

to summarize, a switch over of the switchable disk sub-

system 102 or 202 connected to the partner server (100

or 200) will not occur when there is a cable fault. The
35 rationale is that a system will only have one fault in ex-

istence at any point and time. As long as there is a cable

fault, the recovery agent service 300 simply waits for

that cable fault to be corrected. It is omitted here for clar-

ity.

^0 Control proceeds from step 304 to step 306 if the

startup timeout has not been set to zero. It is then de-

termined whether a heartbeat message is being re-

ceived at step 306, and if not, control then proceeds lo

step 308.

If at step 308 a time corresponding to the startup

timeout has expired, control proceeds to step 310,

where it is determined whether a network presence

check is enabled. Because the partner server has not

responded at step 310. it may be desirable to determine
50 if the other partner is present and operating by sending

a message over the network N. The administrator con-

figures the system by setting configuration variables in-

dicating whether a network presence check is lo be

used, as well as a configuration variable that gives the

55 partner server's network N address. Similarly, the vari-

ous timeouts are also preferably implemented as admin-

istrator modifiable configuration variables. If network

presence check is not enabled, control proceeds from

4
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step 31 0 to step 330, where a switch-over of the partner

server's switchable disk subsystem 102 or 202 to this

server is initiated. If at step 310 the network presence

check is enabled, control instead proceeds to step 320.

where the recovery agent service 300 will attempt to

communicate with the partner server over the network

N, as discussed below in conjunction with Figure 2B.

Returning to step 302 and 306, if a heartbeat mes-

sage is being received, this indicates the partner server

is operating. If so, control proceeds to normal process-

ing at step 340. discussed in conjunction with Figure 2D.

Turning to Figure 2B, this flowchart illustrates the

network presence check of the recovery agent service

300. Step 320 is entered either from step 310 in Figure

2A or step 348 in Figure 2D. At step 320, the recovery

agent service 300 attempts to send and receive a heart-

beat message to and from the partner server over the

network N. This is accomplished by sending a heartbeat

message to the partner server over the network N and
seeing if that heartbeat message is acknowledged by

the partner server over the network N. An appropriate

pause, such as 10 seconds, allows for network N com-

munications, and will depend on the network N itself.

Preferably, messages, whether over the serial intercon-

nect or the network N, are acknowledged by an acknowl-

edgement message. Therefore, when a heartbeat mes-

sage is sent over the network N the recovery agent serv-

ice 300 looks for the partner server to acknowledge that

message. Similarly, when a heartbeat message is re-

ceived over the network N, an acknowledgement mes-

sage is sent to that heartbeat message to the partner

server Implicit in step 320 is a predetermined number
of retries. Through a configuration variable, the admin-

istrator can set. for example. 1 0 network N retries before

the partner server is determined to have failed.

Proceeding to step 322. if a network heartbeat mes-

sage has not been received from the partner server,

control proceeds to step 330 in Figure 2C, where a

switch-over will be initiated, because the partner server

is assumed to have failed.

If a heartbeat message was received, control pro-

ceeds to step 324, where in the present embodiment,

an SNf^P trap is sent to an SNMP console, which tracks

system operation. SNMP stands for "simple network

message protocol" and is a well known standard in the

industry. The SNMP console is notified that a heartbeat

message is being received, but the serial interconnect

1 50 appears to have failed. The SNMP console can then

inform the administrator or otherwise log the event.

According to the present embodiment, control then

proceeds to step 326, where the recovery agent service

300 is waiting for a restart through the serial intercon-

nect 1 50. If the heartbeat message is not being received

at step 326 over the serial interconnect 150, control

loops back to step 326. Otherwise, control proceeds to

step 340, discussed below in conjunction with Figure

2D, because the serial interconnect 150 is apparently

again functioning.

As a further embodiment according to the invention,

further processing could be executed at step 326. For

example, the server could continue to communicate with

the partner server using the network N, rather than serial

s interconnect 150. If that communication over the net-

work N failed, a switch-over could be initiated at step

330. Further, while the serial interconnect 150 is shown
for communication, all communication could instead oc-

cur over the network N. This, however, would increase

10 network N traffic, and for this reason, according to the

present embodiment, the serial interconnect is prefera-

bly used.

Turning to step 330, the portion of the recovery

agent service 300 that initiates the switch-over following

'5 the partner server's failure is illustrated by a flowchart.

Beginning at step 330, drives in the partner server's

switchable disk subsystem 102 or 202 are switched

over This is done in a method similar to that described

in the parent application, that is, by sending a series of

20 reset signals or other signals to the partner server's

switchable disk subsystem 102 or 202. This causes the

switchable disk subsystem 102 or 202 to switch to con-

nect to the recovery controller 1 1 6 or 21 6 of this server,

so that this server can assume control of that switchable

25 disk subsystem 1 02 or 202. Once this is done= the drives

in the switchable disk subsystem 1 02 or 202 over which

control has been assumed must be assigned letters.

This is done through calls to the NOS 108 and 208 and
is well known to the art. and simply entails assigning

30 drive numbers to the newly acquired drives. After the

drives are acquired, their integrity is preferably verified

using a NOS routine, such as the Windows NT CHKDSK
software.

At this point, a word about the recovery controllers

35 116 and 216 is in' order Preferably, any sort of caching

in those recovery controllers 1 1 6 and 216 should be dis-

abled, as that cached data could be lost if the partner

server fails followed by a switch-over If the registered

applications that will access the newly acquired switch-

^0 able disk subsystem 1 02 or 202 are robust enough, they

can perhaps recover from this loss of data, but prefera-

bly, the situation is avoided by disabling any caching

within the recovery controller 116 or 216.

Further, many SCSI controllers cause various error

^5 messages on startup if they do not have any SCSI de-

vices connected. As is apparent, on startup, the recov-

ery controllers 116 and 216 have no drives logically or

electrically attached to them. Therefore, if they include

such an error generating feature, this feature should

50 similarly be disabled, whether within the controller

firmware itself, within the operating system POST (pow-

er on self test) code, or within the NOS itself.

Finally, the recovery controllers 116 and 2i6 must

of course be sophisticated enough to dynamically adopt

55 new SCSI drives.

Once the drives are acquired, applications still do

not know about these newly acquired drives. For this

reason, control proceeds to step 332, where any appli-

5
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cations 106 or 206 that are registered with the recovery

agent 110 or 210 application programnner interface

(API) implemented in the recovery agent service 300 are

informed of the new drives. This is further discussed be-

low in conjunction with Figure 3. This allows applications

1 06 or 206 to access those new drives and determine if

there is any information that a user may need to access

on those drives. This would be especially applicable, for

example, in ORACLE or other database programs,

where the user has just lost access to those drives, but

still desires the information. The application can then ap-

propriately provide access to that database information.

Further, the first server 100 and second server 200 may
have been running different applications 106 and 206.

To handle this situation, each of the servers 1 00 and 200

can execute a shell program corresponding to each ap-

plication 106 or 206 running in the partner server that is

not running in this server. This shell program can have

the sole purpose of executing an instance of the appli-

cation 106 or 206 executing in the partner server, but

not this server, once that shell program receives the

message from the recovery agent server 300 API indi-

cating that the partner server has failed. Then the cor-

responding application 106 or 206 would be started in

this server, and could acquire access to the data on the

switchabie disk subsystem 102 or 202.

From step 332, control proceeds to step 334, where

it is determined whether the switch-over was successful.

This is true if the switchabie disk subsystem 102 or 202

properly switched over to the server 100 or 200, and

drive letters were assigned. If so, control proceeds to

step 336, where a successful switch-over SNMP trap is

sent as an SNMP message to the SNMP console dis-

cussed in conjunction with step 324. The SNMP console

can then appropriately log this information or provide an

administrator with this information for future diagnostic

purposes.

If at step 334, the switch-over was not successful,

control instead proceeds to step 337, where a similar

trap indicating that the switch-over was not successful

is sent to the SNMP console.

From steps 336 and 337, control proceeds to step

338, where a wait for recovery configuration variable is

set to true. This indicates that the switchabie disk sub-

system 102 or 202 have switched over, and until the

partner server 1 00 or 200 is restarted, the present server

will continue operating by controlling both the switchabie

disk subsystem 102 and 202, even if it is shut down and

restarted. On start-up, before step 302 at a step not

shown, this server will examine that recovery configura-

tion variable. If it is set, this indicates that the partner

server has previously failed, but has not been properly

restarted, so this server should immediately perform a

switch over. This prevents an inordinate wait when this

server is shutdown and restarted before the partner

server has been repaired. From here, control proceeds

to step 339, where the recovery agent service 300 ter-

minates.

10

Turning to step 340 in Figure 2D. a flowchart is

shown for the recovery agent service 300 for normal

processing. This step is entered from step 306 or 326.

In this case, heartbeat messages are being sent and re-

s ceived over the serial interconnect 150. Beginning at

step 340, a serial heartbeat message has been received

from the partner server, so control proceeds to step 342,

where it is determined whether the serial heartbeat mes-
sage that has been received is not a "ping,** or normal

10 heartbeat message, but is instead a normal, or graceful,

shutdown heartbeat message. If not. control loops back

to step 340. As noted above, whenever a heartbeat

message is received, it is preferably acknowledged by

sending a message to the partner server indicating that

15 the heartbeat message was properly received. This

message is sent over the serial interconnect 150, or over

the network N if a network presence check is being per-

formed.

If at step 342 the heartbeat message received was
20 not a "ping." but was instead a normal shutdown heart-

beat message, this indicates that the partner server Is

shutting down normally. In this case, the partner server

has not failed, so the switchabie disk subsystem 302 or

202 should not be switched over, because it is being

25 turned off. Therefore, control proceeds to step 344,

where a planned shutdown heartbeat acknowledge-

ment is sent, and then to step 326 illustrated in Figure

2B. Control then loops in step 326 until a heartbeat mes-
sage is again received from the partner server, indicat-

30 ing the partner server and its switchabie disk subsystem

102 or 202 has been brought back on tine.

If at step 340 a heartbeat message has not been

received, control proceeds to step 346, where it is de-

termined whether a timeout has expired. Heartbeat

35 messages are typically required to be sent within a pre-

determined amount of time, such as 30 seconds, to

avoid a switch-over. This predetermined time is typically

stored in a configuration variable, if that timeout has not

expired at step 346, control proceeds to step 340, where
^0 again it is determined whether a heartbeat message has

been received.

Of note, as typically implemented using threads,

this would be performed by sending the NOS 108 or 208

a message requesting that if a heartbeat message is not

^5 received in a certain amount of time over the serial in-

terconnect 150. control should return to the recovery

agent service 300. Again, for clarity, this interrupt and
thread based implementation has been simplified into

normal flowcharts.

50 From step 346. if the timeout has expired, this indi-

cates that the partner server is no longer sending heart-

beat messages over the serial interconnect 1 50. There-

fore, control proceeds to step 348, where it is deter-

mined whether network presence is enabled, as dis-

55 cussed above in conjunction with step 310. If network

presence is enabled, control proceeds to step 320,

where a network presence check is performed. Other-

wise, control proceeds to step 330. where a switch-over

EP 0 760 503 A1
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is initiated.

Finally, turning to Figure 2E, a short routine for de-

termining if a cable fault has occurred in the recovery

agent service 300 is shown. At step 350. it is determined

whether a cable fault is still indicated. This step is en-

tered from any step when communications over the se-

rial interconnect 150 is attempted, but a cable fault is

indicated as discussed in the incorporated parent appli-

cation. If a cable fault is indicated, the control loops at

step 350. If a cable fault is not indicated, control instead

proceeds to the normal processing of step 340.

It will thus be appreciated that if each of the servers

100 and 200 are running the recovery agent service 300

as their recovery agent 110 and 210, both servers 100

and 200 will communicate with each other, continuously

sending heartbeat messages. If one should fail to send

a heartbeat message, the other will initiate a presence

check over the network N. If the partner server does not

respond, this indicates the partner server has failed, so

the switchable disk subsystem 102 or 202 is switched

to allow the remaining server to control both its switch-

able disk subsystem 102 or 202 through its primary con-

troller 112 or 212, as well as the other switchable disk

subsystem 102 or 202 through its recovery controller

116 or 216. In this way. the users still have access to the

data on both switchable disk subsystems 102 and 202.

even though one of the servers 100 or 200 has failed.

Turning to Figure 3, shown is a flowchart illustrating

an application agent 400. The application agent 400 is

application software that registers with the recovery

agent 110 or 210 such that it will be notified of the oc-

currence of a switch-over and the availability of switched

disks. The application agent 400 can then initiate exe-

cution of other applications that can access the switch-

able disk subsystem--such as database programs like

Oracle.

Beginning at step 402. the application agent opens

two pipes, a RD_FAIL pipe and a WR_FA1L pipe. These

pipes are used to communicate with the recovery agent

110 or 210.

Proceeding to step 404. if there was an error open-

ing these pipes, control proceeds to step 406. where the

application agent 400 sleeps for a predetermined

amount of time and then returns to step 402 to again

attempt to open the RD_FA!L pipe and WR_FAIL pipe.

If these pipes were properly opened at step 404,

control instead proceeds to step 408, where the appli-

cation agent 400 writes a CREATE_PIPE message to

the WR_FAIL pipe. This causes the recovery agent 1 1

0

or 210 to create an error pipe associated with the appli-

cation agent 400. Preferably, a separate ERROR_PIPE
pipe is created for each application that has an applica-

tion agent 400. As will be understood, of course many
applications could have application agents 400, all re-

sponding to the recovery agent 110 or 210 when a

switch-over occurs.

So proceeding to step 410. the application agent

400 reads the name of that ERROR_PlPE pipe from the

RD_FAIL pipe. This ERROR_PIPE pipe provides mes-

sages from the recovery agent service 300. When the

recovery agent service 300 detects a failure of the part-

ner server and switches the switchable disk subsystem
5 102 or 202. the recovery agent service 300 at step 332

in Figure 2C sends a message over this pipe to all of the

registered applications 1 06 or 206 that have implement-

ed the application agent 400. This message is sent over

the ERROR_PIPE pipe, and applications which have
10 implemented the application agent 400 are considered

registered applications as defined in step 332. Proceed-

ing to step 412, the thread in which the application agent

400 is implemented waits for a message over the ER-

ROR PIPE pipe, which would be sent, as discussed
IS above, in step 332. When it receives a

MACH1NE_FAILED message, it then proceeds to step

414, where the application agent 400 reads the drive

information from the ERROR_PIPE pipe, as provided at

step 332 by the recovery agent service 300, and then

20 proceeds to step 416. where it implements miscellane-

ous application code. This code could include, for ex-

ample, determining what data is available on the switch-

able disk subsystem 102 or 202 that has just been ac-

quired by this server, verifying the integrity of that data,

25 and then making that information accessible to the var-

ious users on the network N. If the application agent has

been implemented in a shell program, similarly, it could,

as discussed above, instead open an instance of the ap-

propriate application program, allowing it to provide the

30 functionality previously provided by the application 106

or 206 of the partner server. Control then proceeds to

step 418, where all of the pipes are closed, as they are

no longer needed, and then the application agent 400

thread terminates at step 420.

3S If at step 412 a message is received by the applica-

tion agent 400 that switch-over is not configured, in the

form of a FAILOVER_NOT_CONFIGURED message,

this indicates that the partner server switch-over is not

currently enabled on this particular server This mes-
^0 sage would be returned, for example, if this server did

support partner servers, but that feature was currently

disabled for whatever reason. If this message is re-

ceived, control proceeds to 422. where miscellaneous

application code can be implemented, or possibly a

^5 message to the administrator

Similarly, if an unrecognized message is received

from the ERROR_PIPE pipe, as well as from step 422,

control proceeds to step 418 where the pipes are closed.

Thus, the application agent 400 wilt be informed by

50 the recovery agent service 300 when the drives in the

switchable disk subsystem 102 or 202 of the partner

server have been acquired. It can then perform the ap-

propriate steps to make the data available on the newly

acquired drive letters available to users.

55 Further, the way the application agent 400 is imple-

mented can vary depending on the application. For ex-

ample, one instance of ORACLE could be running on

the non-failed server On failure of the partner server

7
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followed by switch-over, an application agent shell pro-

gram could cause another instance of ORACLE to be

initiated. This second instance would then access the

newly mounted drives and perform an integrity check of

the ORACLE data on those files, making corrections

where appropriate. Then, two instances of ORACLE
would be running-one directed to the server's initially

mounted drives, and the second directed to the newly

mounted drives. Such a shell application agent could be

further used to start instances of many other programs

that the failed partner server was previously running.

Turning to Figure 4, a variety of alternative embod-

iments are illustrated. In Figure 4, three servers 500,

502. and 504 are illustrated connected to the network

N. Further, each of these servers 500, 502, and 504 are

shown interconnected with serial links 506, 508, and

510. As discussed above, these serial links could be re-

placed with a variety of other type of links, or instead

rely solely on heartbeat messages sent exclusively over

the network N.

In Figure 4, each of the servers 500, 502, and 504

are shown with dual primary controllers 512, 514, and

516, as well as dual recovery controllers 518, 520, and

522. Each of the dual primary controllers 512, 514, and

516 is respectively connected to dual storage subsys-

tems 524, 526, and 528. The dual recovery controllers

518, 520, and 522 are shown connected to the dual stor-

age subsystems 524, 526, and 528 in a variety of man-

ners. In the server 500, the dual recovery controller 518

is connected to the two disk arrays in the dual storage

system 523. In the server 502, the recovery controller

520 is shown connected to both the dual storage sub-

systems 524 and 528 corresponding to the servers 500

and 504. This could be implemented, for example, using

switchable ports within the dual recovery controller 520

itself.

The server 504 is shown with a second recovery

controller 530, which is connected to the dual storage

subsystem 524, as well as its recovery controller 522,

which is connected to the dual storage subsystem 526.

The point of all of this is that multiple serv/ers can be

connected in a variety of ways to where they provide

backup to the other servers' functionality by assuming

control of the other servers' storage system. In the var-

ious configurations illustrated in Figure 4. it is apparent

that if one of the servers 500, 502, or 504 should fail, it

may be necessary for a priority to be assigned to the

remaining servers as to which will assume control of the

storage system of the failed server. Alternatively, the

storage system 502 could be the backup for the server

500, the server 504 for the server 502, and the server

500 for the server 504 in a daisy chain configuration. It

will be appreciated by one of ordinary skill in the art that

a wide variety of configurations can be implemented to

provide active servers that simultaneously can provide

backup for other servers.

It will be appreciated that a system according to the

invention is not limited to the various specifics of the em-

bodiment disclosed. For example, the switchable disk

subsystem 102 and 202 are shown to be particular disk

array systems, but could just as easily be optical disks,

tape drives, or any other mass storage media. Similarly,

5 the particulars of how the first server 100 and second
server 200 are connected to the switchable disk subsys-

tems 1 02 and 202 could be greatly varied, including the

use of a single SCSI bus connecting all of these com-
ponents, fiber optic link, or a wide variety of other con-

figurations. Similarly, the various servers are shown to

initiate a switchover of another server's storage system

via a SCSI bus connection, but a wide variety of other

methods could be used, such as via a serial link, or even

through a network connection directly to the storage

75 system to be switched. This will all be appreciated by

one of ordinary skill in the art.

Further, it will be appreciated that more than two

servers can be configured in this manner. A plurality of

servers can each have access to the other storage sub-

20 system, with one of them assuming control should an-

other of the servers fail.

The foregoing disclosure and description of the in-

vention are illustrative and explanatory thereof, and var-

ious changes in the size, shape, materials, components,
25 circuit elements, wiring connections and contacts, as

well as in the details of the illustrated circuitry and con-

struction and method of operation may be made without

departing from the spirit of the invention.

30

Claims

1. A dual fault tolerant active server system for a net-

work, the system comprising;

35

a first active server for connection to the net-

work, said first active server providing a first in-

dication that it is functioning properly;

a second active server for connection to the

network, said second active receiving said first

indication from said first active server and serv-

er providing a second indication that it is func-

tioning properly to said first active server,

wherein said first active server provides a first

^5 switch command when said second active

server fails to provide said second indication

that said second active server is functioning

properly and wherein said second active server

provides a second switch command when said

50 first active server fails to provide said first indi-

cation that said first active server is functioning

properly;

a first storage system with a first storage media,

said first storage system primarily coupling said

55 tirst storage media to said first active server and

alternatively coupling said first storage media

to said second active server and decoupling

said first storage media from said first active

8
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server upon receipt of said second switch conn-

nnand from said second active server; and

a second storage system with a second storage

media, said second storage system primarily

coupling said second storage media to said

second active server and alternatively coupling

said second storage media to said first active

server and decoupling said second storage me-

dia from said second active server upon receipt

of said first switch command from said first ac-

tive server.

2. The system of claim 1 . further comprising:

a first SCSI bus connecting said first active

server with said second storage system, and

wherein said first switch command comprises

a series of SCSI reset signals over said first SC-

SI bus from said first active server; and
a second SCSI bus connecting said second ac-

tive server with said first storage system, and
wherein said second switch command compris-

es a series of SCSI reset signals over said sec-

ond SCSI bus from said second active server.

3. The system of claim 1, further comprising: a serial

interconnect between said first active server and

said second active server, said serial interconnect

carrying said first and second indications.

4- The system of claim 1 , wherein said first and second

indications are provided to and received from the

network.

5. The system of claim 1 , wherein said first active serv-

er further includes:

a recovery agent service that sends a heart-

beat message to said second active server as said

first indication and receives a heartbeat message
from said second active server as said second in-

dication.

6. The system of claim 5. wherein said heartbeat mes-
sages include a ping heartbeat message and a nor-

mal shutdown heartbeat message.

7. The system of claim 1 , wherein said first active serv-

er and said second active server run registered ap-

plications, wherein upon failure of said second ac-

tive server to provide the indication that said second

active server is functioning properly, said first active

server sends a predetermined message to said reg-

istered applications in said first active server, and
wherein upon failure of said first active server to pro-

vide the indication that said first active server is

functioning properly, said second active server

sends the predetermined message to said regis-

tered applications in said second active server

8. The system of claim 1 , wherein said first active serv-

er includes software for checking data integrity of

said second storage medium after providing said

first switch command to said second storage sys-

5 lem.

9. An active server for use with a partner active server

in a network, the active server comprising:

10 a connection for a first storage system;

a recovery agent for providing and receiving

heartbeat messages to and from the partnerac-

tive server said recovery agent sending a

switch command upon a failure to receive the-

rs heartbeat message from the partner active

server; and

a connection for a second storage system, the

second storage system providing data to the

active server upon receipt by the second stor-

20 age system of said switch command.

10. The active server of claim 9. further comprising:

registered .applications, said recovery agent

sending a predetermined message to said regis-

25 tered applications upon a failure of the partner ac-

tive server to send the heartbeat message.

11. A multiple active backup server system for a net-

work, the system comprising:

30

a first active server;

a second active server;

a third active server, wherein said first active

server, said second active server and said third

35 active server send and receive heartbeat mes-

sages to and from each other, wherein upon

failure of said first active server to send said

heartbeat message, said second active server

provides a second switch command, wherein

40 upon failure of said second active server to

send said heartbeat message, said third active

server provides a third switch command, and

wherein upon failure of said third active server

to send said heartbeat message, said first ac-

45 tive server provides a first switch command;
a first storage system primarily coupled to said

first active server and alternatively coupled to

said second active server and decoupled from

said first active server upon receipt of said see-

so ond switch command;
a second storage system primarily coupled to

said second active server and alternatively cou-

pled to said third active server and decoupled

from said second active server upon receipt of

55 said third switch command; and

a third storage system primarily coupled to said

third active server and alternatively coupled to

said first active server and decoupled from said

10
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third active server upon receipt of said first

switch command.

1 2. A method of providing active backup between a first

active server and a second active server, the first s

active server having a first storage system that is

switchable to the second active server, and the sec-

ond active server having a storage system that is

switchable to the first active server, the method

comprising the steps of:

providing data from the first storage system

through the first active server to the network;

providing data from the second storage system

through the second active server to the storage ?5

system;

providing an indication from the first active

server to the second active server that the first

active server is functioning properly;

providing an indication from the second active

server to the first active server that the second

active server is functioning properly; and

upon a failure of the first active server to receive

the indication from the second active server

that the second active server is functioning 25

properly, switching the second storage system

from the second active server to the first active

server, and providing data from the second

storage system through the first active server

to the network.

1 3. The method of claim 1 2, further comprising the step

of:

upon a failure of the second active server to

receive the indication from the first active server that ^5

the first active server is functioning properly, switch-

ing the first storage system from the first active serv-

. er to the second active server, and providing data

from the first storage system through the second ac-

tive server to the network. -^o

45
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